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you know i question every motive, every thing you say
thought with you maybe my heart wasn’t meant to break 

can’t believe i let you in, i can’t believe i stayed 
as long as i stayed, yeah

i hope one day someone will take your heart and hold it tight
make you feel like you’re invincible deep inside 
and right when you think that it’s perfect they cross a line 
and steal your shine 
like you did mine 

go ahead and break my heart that’s fine
so unkind
eternal sunshine of the spotless mind
oh love is blind 
why am i missin’ you tonight
was it all a lie 
someone’s gonna show you 
how a heart can be used 
like you did mine 

and now i second guess my thoughts, every step i take
i’m losin’ hope in love and i’ve lost all in faith 

yeah for a dreamer i just close my eyes and it’s all blank 
i have you to thank, yeah

i hope one day someone will take your heart and hold it tight
make you feel like you’re invincible deep inside 
and right when you think that you’ll try again 
they cross a line 
and steal your shine 
like you did mine 

go ahead and break my heart that’s fine
so unkind
eternal sunshine of the spotless mind
oh love is blind 
why am i missin’ you tonight
was it all a lie 
someone’s gonna show you 
how a heart can be used 

and you keep talking it’ll come back
karma is the truth 
i don’t make you look bad, you do darlin’ 
sabotage
your choice of art
who the hell do you think you are 

go ahead and break my heart that’s fine
eternal sunshine of the spotless mind
why am i missin’ you tonight
someone’s gonna show you 
how a heart can be used 
like you did mine
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